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In brief, picós are homemade mobile sound 
systems that feature speakers and DJ 
equipment – a literal party on wheels. Unique 
to the Caribbean and originally emanating 
from Cuba and Jamaica, they were originally 
created as a response to the fact that poorer 
people weren’t welcome in dance clubs. For 
them, these picós became their clubs, a place 
to dance and enjoy the music they wanted to 
hear. True labors of love, the speaker boxes 
and equipment were painted with bright, 
colorful images of keyboard players, tanks at 
war, African dancers, cobra snakes… visual 
elements that evoke local history and culture. 

These gigantic speakers typically push out a 
mix of salsa, cumbia, boogaloo, champeta and 
African soukous, with dancehall/dub and even 
a smattering of rare disco. Heavy percussive 
elements are strung together with echoing 
sound system identifications (“Yo soy el rey!”) 

5 CHAMPETA CLASSICS

This playlist is representative of the heavy 
percussive elements that drive the classic 
picós, including such rhythms as cumbia 
and salsa from the northern coast of 
Colombia, Brazilian soul music, dancehall 
from Jamaica, African soukous and more.

Abelardo Carbono – Quiero a Mi Gente: 
A distinctly African track from one of 
the masters of champeta guitar.

Lito Barrientos y Su Orquesta – Barrio 
Alegre: Salsa from Rafaelto, who came 
from El Salvador but recorded some 
serious tracks for Colombia’s Discos 
Fuentes label.

Anibal Velasquez – Esa fue: Heavy 
cumbia from Anibal, who still lives in 
the barrio of Soledad in Barranquilla.

Orchestra Tumba Africa – Resorte 
Respaldo: A good example of African 
music that landed on the coast and 
ultimately led to champeta. 

Super Cat – Cry Fi De Youth: 80’s digital 
dancehall to pound the picó speakers. 

in a rhythmic celebration that truly represents 
the African descendants here on the northern 
coast of Colombia.

While most of the nation’s contemporary 
musical culture revolves around reggaeton, 
vallenato and global pop music, DJs on the 
coast are keeping the sound system culture 
alive. The aesthetic may have shifted, with 
intricate art and construction giving way to a 
digital influence featuring modern champeta 
and dancehall, but the picós clásicos of Santa 
Elena, Cartagena and Barranquilla are making 
a comeback. The DJs who operate these sound 
systems are paying homage to what they 
heard and saw growing up, both through the 
music they play and the art they decorate their 
equipment with. Many of them say that local 
resident Fabian Altahona and his Africolombia 
blog are responsible for their revived interest 
in the clásicos.

Fabian fell in love with music at an early age, 
going to hear his brother’s picó “Verbena 
Los Mochileros” and other famous sound 
systems that were a constant presence in his 
neighborhood. Through this early exposure, 
he gained first-hand experience with the music 
and culture of the sound system. This passion 
and experience combined with his computer 
programming studies allowed him to start 
Africolombia, a blog consisting mainly of MP3s 
and album art culled from his collection. A 
few years ago he published an article with 
information and photos about the picós, aiding 
the resurgence in Barranquilla’s classic sound 
systems and effectively introducing this unique 
sound to the outside world. 

The entire record collection from his brother’s 
Los Mochileros picó is now in Fabian’s house; 
along with his own finds, this amounts to over 
13,000 LPs. He now trades local records with 


